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What X? / X what? and What is X: The multimodal formatting 
of two restricted other-initiations of repair in casual English as 
lingua franca conversations  
 
Ivana Leinonen1 / Florence Oloff 

English abstract  
This study investigates other-initiated repair and its embodied dimension in casual 
English as lingua franca (ELF) conversations, thereby contributing to the further 
understanding of multimodal repair practices in social interaction. Using multi-
modal conversation analysis, we focus on two types of restricted other-initiation of 
repair (OIR): partial repeats preceded or followed by the question word what (i.e., 
what X?/X what?) and copular interrogative clauses (i.e., what is X). Partial repeats 
with what produced with rising final intonation are consistently accompanied by a 
head poke and treated as relating to troubles in hearing, with the repair usually con-
sisting of a repeat. In contrast to these partial repeats, copular interrogative clauses 
are produced with downward final intonation and accompanied by face-related em-
bodied conduct. The what is X OIRs primarily target code-switched lexical items, 
the understanding of which is critical for maintaining the repair initiator’s involve-
ment in the ongoing sequence. This study also contributes some general reflections 
on the possible complexity of OIR and repair practices from a multimodal perspec-
tive. 

Keywords: conversation analysis – other-initiated repair – embodied displays – understanding – cas-
ual conversation – English lingua franca interactions. 

German abstract  
Dieser Beitrag untersucht fremdinitiierte Reparaturen und ihre leibliche Dimension 
in Alltagsgesprächen in Englisch als Lingua Franca (ELF) und trägt damit zum wei-
teren Verständnis multimodaler Reparaturpraktiken in sozialer Interaktion bei. Mit 
Hilfe der multimodalen Gesprächsanalyse konzentrieren wir uns auf zwei Arten 
von eingeschränkten Reparaturinitiierungen (OIR): partielle Wiederholungen in 
Kombination mit dem Fragewort what (z.B. what X?/X what?) und interrogative 
Kopulasätze (z.B. what is X). Teilwiederholungen + what werden typischerweise 
mit steigender Endintonation und in Verbindung mit einer Kopfbewegung nach 
vorn (poke) produziert. Sie werden daher hauptsächlich im Zusammenhang mit 
Hörproblemen behandelt und in der Regel mit einer Wiederholung repariert. Im 
Gegensatz zu diesen Teilwiederholungen wird das Kopulaformat mit fallender 
Endintonation produziert und von mimischem leiblichen Verhalten begleitet. Die 
what is X-OIRs zielen in erster Linie auf Code-Switchings von Wörtern ab, deren 
Verständnis für die Aufrechterhaltung der Beteiligung der reparaturinitiierenden 
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Person an der laufenden Sequenz entscheidend ist. Dieser Beitrag schließt mit eini-
gen allgemeineren Überlegungen zur möglichen Komplexität von OIRs und Repa-
raturpraktiken aus einer multimodalen Perspektive. 

Keywords: Konversationsanalyse – fremd-initiierte Reparaturen – leibliche Displays – Verstehen 
und Intersubjektivität – Alltagsgespräche – Englisch als Lingua Franca-Interaktionen. 
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1. Introduction  
 

This paper examines two types of restricted other-initiation of repair (OIR) in lingua 
franca interactions: 1) partial repeats of a previous turn, mostly phrases, preceded 
or followed by the question word what (i.e., what X? and X what?), and 2) copular 
interrogative clauses in the format what is X, where X represents either a full or 
partial repeat of the trouble source, mostly single lexical items, or the demonstrative 
pronoun that. Drawing on 26 hours of video-recorded casual English as lingua 
franca (ELF) conversations, we show how participants use the two selected OIR 
formats to signal trouble with prior talk and how they address the trouble through 
ensuing repair proper. Using multimodal analysis, we aim to contribute to previous 
conversation analytic research on repair in two ways. First, we demonstrate that in 
addition to lexico-syntactic formatting and prosodic delivery, participants also use 
specific embodied resources – such as gaze, facial displays, and head movements – 
that are mobilised together with the audible OIRs. Although previous studies in 
conversation analysis have identified some systematic relations in embodied dis-
plays related to open-class repair initiations (e.g., Mortensen 2016; Oloff 2018), 
embodiment in restricted repair initiations (Dingemanse et al. 2014; Dingemanse/ 
Enfield 2015) has yet to receive similar attention. Second, this contribution adds to 
our knowledge of how specific OIRs are carried out by the participants in linguis-
tically complex ELF settings.  

ELF interactions are often characterised as intrinsically multilingual: not only do 
they bring together speakers with varying expertise in English, but participants’ 
linguistic repertoires often also include other languages which they may partially 
or fully share with other coparticipants (Kaur 2012; Leinonen 2022; Mauranen 
2006). The use of multilingual resources such as insertions from participants’ L1s 
or other languages can support the progressivity of the interaction; however, it can 
also cause additional language-related problems (Markaki et al. 2013; Oloff 2018). 
By examining sequences of other-initiated repair, we aim to broaden our under-
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standing of various trouble types that the OIRs in question target in real-life, non-
institutional multilingual settings. Furthermore, partial repeats preceded or fol-
lowed by the question word what as well as the copular interrogative what is X have 
so far received little attention in previous interactional studies. To the best of our 
knowledge, there are no studies that describe how these OIRs are multimodally 
mobilized and treated in casual ELF interactions.  

In what follows, we first look at previous research examining restricted OIRs 
(Section 2), specifically with partial repeats preceded or followed by a question 
word (Section 2.1) and copular interrogative clauses (Section 2.2). In Section 2.3, 
we offer an overview of studies that examine the use of embodied displays as and 
in OIRs. Following the description of the data and method (Section 3), the analysis 
(Section 4) is divided into two parts. In Section 4.1, we show that partial repeats 
preceded or followed by what produced with rising final intonation are accompa-
nied by a head poke towards the producer of the trouble source. In our data, what 
X? and X what? occur in the next position with respect to the trouble-source turn 
and target mostly English phrases or words. Both of these repair initiations are – at 
least initially – responded to by a repetition of the trouble source (i.e., treated as 
problems of hearing); however, in most of the cases, participants also address pos-
sible problems of understanding by then providing additional explanations, speci-
fications, or synonyms. Section 4.2 then discusses copular interrogative clauses 
what is X that – in our data – occur later than in the next position and target almost 
exclusively code-switched lexical items, the meaning of which are unknown to the 
repair initiator. Produced with downward final intonation and accompanied by min-
imal embodied displays focused mainly on the area of the eyes (such as alternating 
gaze and frowning), the what is X repair initiations are responded to by translations 
of the item in question to another shared language or by providing an explanation. 
Finally, we discuss the results of the study and its implications in the concluding 
section (Section 5).  

2. Repair, other-initiation of repair, and restricted OIRs 
 

In the field of conversation analysis, repair is regarded as a universal practice that 
allows people to address problems of speaking, hearing, and understanding (Scheg-
loff et al. 1977; Hayashi et al. 2013). The organisation and the outcome of a repair 
sequence depend to a large extent on who initiates the repair and in which position 
as well as on the format of the repair initiation that is used to signal trouble with 
prior talk (Schegloff 2000). Repair can be initiated by the producer of a trouble 
source (self-initiated repair) or by someone else (other-initiated repair). Regarding 
the focus of this paper, in the following, we review the studies conducted on repair 
sequences initiated by others.  

The most frequent sequential environment in which OIRs occur is the turn im-
mediately after the trouble-source turn, a sequential position which offers an early 
opportunity for the repair initiator to signal trouble in prior talk. However, partici-
pants can also initiate repair at later sequential positions (Schegloff et al. 1977; 
Schegloff 2000; Egbert 2017). OIRs come in various formats which differ with re-
gard to the sequential position and type of trouble (Schegloff 2007; Svennevig 
2008; Dingemanse/Enfield 2015). Recipients of a problematic bit of talk can initiate 
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repair either with open-class repair initiations that do not specify the type of the 
repairable (such as huh?, what?, or sorry?; Drew 1997; Oloff 2018), or they can 
use restricted repair initiations that allow for a more precise identification of the 
trouble source (Dingemanse et al. 2014; Dingemanse/Enfield 2015). 

Restricted OIRs include lexical formats that differ as to their precision in locat-
ing the trouble source and their capacity in delimiting the nature of a problem. Re-
stricted OIRs include, for instance, full or partial repeats of the prior turn, candidate 
understandings, content question words, and different types of interrogative 
clauses. We will now more closely examine the two types of restricted OIR that are 
the focus of our analysis and the embodied displays as or in OIRs. 

2.1. Partial repeats with question words  
 

Repeats of parts of a trouble-source turn can be found among repair practices that 
are commonly used by speakers to initiate repair (Schegloff et al. 1977). Whereas 
some repeats are designed to present the trouble source itself (i.e., "trouble-present-
ing" repeats), others serve as a 'framing' tool that helps to locate the repairable (i.e., 
"trouble-framing" repeats; Jefferson 1972). In the latter case, the repeated content 
is often accompanied by another element – either a candidate understanding or a 
question word – pointing to the repairable (Dingemanse et al. 2014). 

Partial repeats with question words are commonly mentioned in conversation 
analytic studies that offer an overview of repair practices (e.g., Couper-Kuhlen/Selt-
ing 2018; Dingemanse et al. 2014; Kendrick 2015; Schegloff et al. 1977), but there 
are only a small number of studies that provide more systematic analyses on the 
basis of multiple instances (e.g., Benjamin 2013; Sacks 1995; Sidnell 2010). The 
combination of a partial repeat and a question word allows for a rather precise lo-
calization of a trouble source: by partially repeating prior talk, repair initiators in-
dicate that they have heard the utterance sufficiently well to reproduce at least part 
of it and simultaneously frame the trouble source by using a substitute question 
word that targets this precise item (Jefferson 1972; Sacks 1995:723). The trouble 
source can be replaced either with a "class-specific" question word specifying the 
kind of reference that needs repairing (such as who, where, how, or when) or with 
a "class-unspecific" question word such as what that can, at least in English, replace 
any problematic reference (Benjamin 2013; Couper-Kuhlen/Selting 2018). The par-
tial repeat is either preceded or followed by a question word2 depending on where 
the problematic item or phrase occurs in the trouble-source turn (Couper-Kuh-
len/Selting 2018). 

In this paper, we focus specifically on partial repeats preceded or followed by 
class-specific or class-unspecific occurrences of what, as these are the most fre-
quent partial repeats with a question word in our data (15 cases).3 In their overview 
of repair initiations in everyday interactions among native speakers of Finnish, Haa-
kana et al. (2016:264-267) observe that the Finnish equivalent of what X can be 

                                                           
2  According to Benjamin (2013:139), what can be also surrounded by a partial repeat such as you 

what them? (Benjamin’s example). The author, however, neither includes an extract nor specifies 
whether such cases have been found in their data. We have not observed similar instances in our 
data set.  

3  For comparison, only two instances of partial repeat accompanied by the question word who 
were identified in the data.   
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used as an appeal for the specification of a referent that was either left unspecified, 
expressed with a pronoun, or not properly heard. Lilja (2010) observes a similar use 
in conversations among native and second language speakers of Finnish and shows 
that the repair initiation typically targets noun phrases. These are preceded by a 
demonstrative pronoun that displays the speaker’s orientation to an already known 
referent for the recipient (Lilja 2010:167).  

In research into English L1 interactions, attention has been brought particularly 
to prosodic features that have been found to be a decisive factor in determining the 
kind of trouble targeted by the OIR considered. Drawing on a variety of English 
data including talk among children, talk in court, and examples from other authors, 
Sidnell (2010:128) concludes that rising intonation is often connected to troubles 
with hearing, whereas falling intonation seems to be linked to troubles with the 
identification of an unspecified referent. Similarly, Benjamin (2013:141-153)  notes 
that "framed-whats" produced with rising pitch are frequently responded to with a 
repetition (i.e., signalling hearing trouble), whereas "framed-whats" delivered with 
a falling pitch tend to indicate a problem with identifying the particular referent to 
which an indexical expression is pointing.4 Furthermore, different kinds of over-
tones can prosodically mark participants’ alignment to prior talk and affect the en-
suing repair; for instance, in her study of German L1 conversations, Selting (1996) 
notes that partial repeats (with and without a question word) produced with an 
"astonished" or "surprised" prosodic marking (high pitch and increased loudness) 
can indicate problems of expectation.  

Whereas previous research has described connections between the syntactic and 
prosodic delivery of the OIR in question and the trouble it addresses, few studies 
have examined participants’ concomitant embodied conduct in detail and the ways 
in which it shapes the ensuing repair (see Section 2.3). Furthermore, previous stud-
ies have focused mostly on interactions among speakers of the same first language, 
meaning that language-related understanding issues are rather rare (but see some of 
the excerpts in Oloff 2018). In ELF settings, however, participants’ heterogenous 
linguistic skills can cause additional trouble which – as our analysis will show – 
can potentially lead to participants’ higher awareness towards securing intersubjec-
tivity (cf. Markaki et al. 2013). 

2.2. Copular interrogative clauses  
 

Copular interrogative clauses used as OIRs comprise an interrogative pronoun 
(such as what, who, or where), a copula (i.e., an inflected form of the verb to be), 
and a predicate representing a full or partial repeat of the problematic item or a 
pronoun that substitutes the trouble source (e.g., that or those). In this study, we 
focus on copular interrogative clauses in the format what is X, where X is either a 
full or partial repeat of the trouble source or the anaphoric pronoun that. The copular 
structure of this format not only rather precisely specifies the trouble source (in 
comparison to such syntactic structures as what do you mean; Raymond/Sidnell 

                                                           
4  Benjamin’s (2013:10) observations are based on an examination of both everyday and institu-

tional conversations among speakers of British English and various varieties of American Eng-
lish.  
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2019), but it also delimits the nature of the trouble as being related to understanding, 
more specifically to a problem with the predicate X. 

Previous studies show that participants can use the what is X clausal format as a 
tool for requesting a clarification or explanation of new or unknown vocabulary 
item and/or specialised terms in institutional contexts (for example in classroom 
environments; Červenková 2021; Markee 2000; Olsher 2003; Urmeneta/Evnit-
skaya 2014) and in casual conversations (Greer/Ogawa 2021; Haakana et al. 2016; 
Kitzinger/Mandelbaum 2013; Sidnell 2010). Focusing on classroom interactions 
among learners of English, Olsher (2003:100-105) shows that learners use the what 
is X format as an upgraded repair initiation that explicitly targets the meaning of an 
unknown vocabulary item after a first, less 'strong' repair initiation has not obtained 
a successful repair in response. By referring to Schegloff’s example "what’s a 
gwaff" (Schegloff 2000:213), Olsher (2003:106-107) also points out that what is X 
repair initiations are not limited to language-related issues (e.g., in language learn-
ing contexts) but can refer to problems with specialised or technical vocabulary 
among native speakers of English as well. Similarly, Haakana et al. (2016:280-282) 
present several examples in which the Finnish equivalent mikä on X is used by na-
tive Finnish speakers in casual conversations to signal problems with the meaning 
of specific terms, noting, however, that similar repair initiations are rather rare in 
their data. 

Although we can assume that the what is X format occurs more recurrently in 
linguistically asymmetrical interactions (Haakana et al. 2016), there seems to be 
only few studies on second language interactions that examine the use of what is X 
in their data (e.g., Kurhila 2001; Lilja 2010; Savijärvi 2011). Lilja (2010:115) de-
scribes what is X and what does X mean repair initiations as "focused questions" 
with which non-native speakers of Finnish target unknown Finnish words or ex-
pressions and ask native Finnish speakers to explain their meaning (see also Kurhila 
2001:183). Finnish speakers typically address the trouble by providing explanations 
(for instance, by using paraphrases or synonyms) rather than by translating to other 
shared languages (Lilja 2010).  

Our setting (cf. Section 3) differs from previous studies in the sense that all par-
ticipants are non-native speakers of the main language of conversation (i.e., Eng-
lish). Rather than English lexical items, however, what is X repair initiations in our 
data target almost exclusively insertions from other languages that previous speak-
ers assumed to be already known to the coparticipants. In comparison to Lilja’s 
(2010) observations from participants in L2 interactions, our analysis shows that in 
such linguistically complex ELF settings, participants prefer to resolve the trouble 
by providing a translation of the unknown item to another language (often the repair 
initiator’s L1) than by producing an explanation of the trouble source in English.  

2.3. Embodied displays and OIRs  
 

Although conversation analytic research has initially focused on the audible design 
of repair initiation, more recent studies have increasingly considered the partici-
pants’ use of visible resources for this purpose. Gesture and other embodied features 
have been found to play a central role in the self-initiation of repair, especially in 
reformulation practices or word searches (e.g., de Fornel 1992; Hayashi 2003; 
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Hauser 2019; Uskokovic/Taleghani-Nikazm 2022; Wu 2022). The embodied di-
mension of the other-initiation of repair has been studied along two major lines: on 
the one hand, as a mere variation within a larger array of repair initiation practices 
in social interaction and, on the other hand, with an explicit focus on the visible 
resources used for specific types of OIR or OIRs in specific settings.  

Within the first line of investigation, the use of visual cues for the OIR has been 
acknowledged as a cross-linguistic practice (Enfield et al. 2013; Floyd et al. 2016). 
More comparative-oriented studies tend to emphasise that repair seems to be rarely 
initiated only by visible resources although they can accompany a certain amount 
of audible OIRs (Kendrick 2015). Previous interactional research provides general 
descriptions of different visual resources that can be used as OIRs on their own or 
during the verbal OIR, for instance, a forward head poke or lateral head tilt (Seo/Ko-
shik 2010; Kendrick 2015; Oloff 2018), a forward leaning of the upper body (Li 
2014), a redirection of gaze and head movement (Lilja 2014; Satti 2021), and raised 
or furrowed eyebrows (Manrique/Enfield 2015; Manrique 2016; Oloff 2018; 
Hömke et al. 2022). The timing and temporality of these multimodal OIRs have 
been shown to be related to the management of repair sequences: a gesture, facial 
expression, or posture adopted at repair initiation is usually held until a repair has 
been provided and the repair sequence can come to a close (cf. Byun et al. 2018; 
Floyd et al. 2016; Manrique 2016; Sikveland/Ogden 2012). Although all of these 
studies acknowledge that audible and visible resources are used and can possibly 
be combined for OIR, they mostly do not aim at distinguishing different types and 
scopes of these repair initiations; that is, what they imply for the repair proper.  

Within the second line of investigation, studies focus on specific settings and 
particular practices of OIR used within them. Unsurprisingly, classroom/L2 learn-
ing settings figure prominently in this strand of research, as they go hand in hand 
with a heightened frequency of possible repairables. Teachers can use a combina-
tion of talk and specific gestures for initiating the correction of a student’s prior 
incorrect or incomplete answer (Eskildsen/Wagner 2013, 2015; Mortensen 2016; 
Tůma/Lojdová 2021). The type of visible resource used for OIR depends on the 
ecology and type of task: teachers can use specific objects for initiating repair (such 
as withholding the uncovering of the correct answer on a projected worksheet; 
Kääntä 2010:198-207), physiotherapists can touch a patient’s body in a specific 
way during physiotherapy sessions in order to correct their posture (Martin/Sahl-
ström 2010), and participants receiving instructions on manual/bodily activities 
such as cooking and farming can initiate repair by producing depictive gestures of 
the targeted activity (Jokipohja/Lilja 2022). In such task-related settings, the trouble 
source and thus the required type of repair are usually unequivocal, with the latter 
aimed at the production of a 'correct' linguistic form or physical action. This con-
nection is however more ambiguous in settings where no specific (manual or di-
dactic) task is targeted and where talk or mundane socializing constitutes the main 
activity, as in our data.  

The practical problem of understanding the type of trouble and therefore of pro-
ducing a fitted repair can be especially salient in atypical interactions (Wilkinson et 
al. 2020): interactional studies of, for example, hearing-impaired or neurodivergent 
participants tend to pay more attention to the use of embodied resources in repair 
practices (leaning forward or turning the ear to the speaker; Pajo/Laakso 2020; 
Pajo/Klippi 2013) and to specific trouble sources (such as the lack of mutual gaze; 
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Ekberg et al. 2017; Wiklund 2016). Due to the clear focus on visible means for 
communication, studies on signed language settings emphasise the role of embod-
ied resources in OIR such as holds of otherwise dynamic movements in repair se-
quences (Floyd et al. 2016) or the "freeze look"; that is, steadily gazing at the pre-
vious speaker without responding to their turn (Manrique/Enfield 2015; Manrique 
2016). However, attempts to systematise the link between specific multimodal dis-
plays used for OIR and the targeted trouble source remain scarce, especially when 
different resources for open-class repair initiation are combined (cf. Manrique 
2016:4, Table 2; Skedsmo 2020a).  

Regardless of the type of participants or investigated settings, some studies elab-
orate on the basic idea that different combinations of multimodal resources for ini-
tiating open-class repair might be related to different types of trouble (Oloff 2018; 
Hömke et al. 2022) or specific sequential positions (Skedsmo 2020b). In Dutch, 
eyebrow raises are more frequently combined with candidate understandings, while 
eyebrow furrowing co-occurs more often with restricted requests (Hömke et al. 
2022; cf. also Leinonen 2022). Raised eyebrows seem to be more tightly connected 
to interrogative actions and to verbal repair initiations, while furrowed eyebrows 
used on their own seem to be related to insufficient understanding, making an en-
suing clarification relevant (Hömke et al. 2022). In a multilingual/lingua franca set-
ting, a combination of raised eyebrows and head poke was shown to be treated as 
an indication of trouble in hearing and responded to by a verbatim repeat, while a 
bodily freeze display (i.e., not only gaze) was linked to trouble in understanding, 
responded to by clearly modified versions of the trouble-source turn (Oloff 2018).  

Although the seating arrangement and thus the body position of the participants 
has, to our knowledge, not been studied as a distinctive feature in OIR, some studies 
point at the fact that mutual perceivability might play a role in the frequency of use 
of more embodied forms of responsive actions (e.g., Blythe et al. 2018, Rossano et 
al. 2009). However, a closer look at the literature on OIRs reveals examples of em-
bodied OIRs carried out by participants both sitting in front of or more laterally 
oriented to each other (for the latter seating position, see examples in, e.g., Li 2014; 
Manrique 2016; Skedsmo 2020b). With respect to the number of participants (note 
that most research on OIR focuses on dyadic settings), prior research has illustrated, 
for example, specific sequential arrangements such as late OIRs (Egbert 1997, 
2017) or OIRs addressed to participants other than the trouble-source speaker (Bol-
den 2011; Greer/Ogawa 2021). However, no study thus far has pointed at a specific 
link between multiparty settings and the (non) use of specific embodied resources 
in OIR. Therefore, in conditions of mutual perceivability, body position and partic-
ipant number can possibly impact the frequency of embodied resources in OIR but 
not their overall presence and fundamental organisation.  

Research on embodied repair initiation has thus far focused on subjects such as 
embodied features either in isolation or in combination with verbal turns, multi-
modal displays combining two or more embodied features on their own, or a com-
bination of these displays with verbal forms of OIR. This suggests that further re-
search is needed to unravel the precise actional contributions of different embodied 
resources in OIR and how they act in combination with specific lexical formats of 
OIRs.  
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3. Data and method  
 

The data set for this study consists of 23 video recordings collected between 2018 
and 2022. The recordings comprise approximately 26 hours of everyday face-to-
face conversations that are both dyadic and multiparty. In total, seven participants 
took part in the recordings. The participants are either friends or couples who met 
in their home environments for a casual conversation over a cup of coffee or some 
other drink. Of the participants, three are native speakers of Finnish, two are native 
speakers of Czech, and two are native speakers of Slovak. The data were collected 
in Finland where all the participants live permanently.  

The participants’ conversations during and outside of the recorded events are – 
for the most part – carried out using English as the lingua franca. The use of English 
as a contact language is a practical choice for the participants: even though all the 
Czech and Slovak participants have learnt Finnish at some point, not all of them 
can use it as the main language of conversation. Finnish, however, does serve as an 
additional linguistic resource for the participants who often code switch to Finnish, 
especially for single lexical items or short phrases. Furthermore, the Czech and Slo-
vak participants can fully understand each other’s native languages, and with two 
of the Finnish participants having a Czech or Slovak partner and some rudimentary 
knowledge of their partners’ language, Czech and Slovak are occasionally utilised 
by the participants as well. This mundane but linguistically complex setting allows 
us to investigate repair practices 'in the wild', which in contrast to task-oriented, 
educational settings are less overtly related to language learning and a specific tar-
get language and are instead more generally oriented to maintaining intersubjectiv-
ity. 

For our study, we searched the data set for the OIR formats what X?/X what? 
and what is X. The first collection comprises 15 repair sequences initiated with a 
partial repeat of the prior turn that is either preceded or followed by the question 
word what and that is produced with rising final intonation (i.e., what X?/X what?). 
The lexico-syntactic format of these repair initiations can differ depending on the 
kind of trouble source that is being targeted by the question word what (e.g., nom-
inal head, predicate, adjective, or full clause) and on the original position of the 
trouble source in the prior turn, leading to a realization of the OIR as either what 
X? or X what?. We have also included cases in which the lexico-syntactic format 
of the OIR can be seen as 'nonstandard' (from a grammatical viewpoint); for in-
stance, the question word what may be misplaced in comparison to its placement in 
the prior turn ('what they have?' instead of 'they have what?'), or the word order of 
the partial repeat may not follow the rules of standard English.5 These instances 
reflect participants’ individual variations in their use of ELF and possible interfer-
ence with respect to typical word order in their L1. The fact that both what X? and 
X what? are always in the next position with respect to the trouble-source turn and 
then responded to in a similar manner by the participants warrants considering their 
analytic treatment as belonging to one collection, at least in our data. 

                                                           
5  Even though they do not follow the rules of standard English, these instances are treated by the 

participants as repair initiations that restrict the trouble source in the same way as do the lexico-
syntactically 'correct' partial repeats with what. For this reason, we included these cases in our 
analysis.  
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The second collection comprises 20 sequences initiated with the copular inter-
rogative clause what is X produced with falling final intonation. In these instances, 
X corresponds either to a precise repairable or to that (cf. Section 2.2). In both ana-
lytic sections, we present three examples that illustrate the characteristic multi-
modal patterns we have identified in each collection but also show the diversity in 
the ways through which the participants treat the repair initiations considered. We 
analysed the data using the methodological framework of multimodal conversation 
analysis (e.g., Deppermann 2013; Mondada 2014; Streeck et al. 2011). The selected 
examples were transcribed using conversation analytic transcription conventions 
for talk (Jefferson 2004) and for embodied conduct (Mondada 2018, 2022). The 
participants provided their consent for the scientific use of the recorded data and 
agreed to the use of the screenshots that were added to the transcripts to support the 
visualisation of their embodied conduct. The participants’ names have been re-
placed by pseudonyms, and copresent children have been anonymised with filters 
in the frame grabs.  

4. Analysis  
 

4.1.  Repair sequences initiated through partial repeats combined with 
a question word (what X?/X what?) 

 
In the first analytical section, we focus on repair sequences initiated through a par-
tial repeat of the prior turn preceded or followed by the question word what. In our 
data, the OIR format what X?/X what? targets almost exclusively English words or 
phrases.6 We present the analysis of three cases to illustrate the systematic relation 
between the multimodal turn design of these OIRs and the addressed trouble source 
that we recurrently observed in our data. The analysis shows that partial repetitions 
with the question word what are recurrently produced with rising final intonation 
and accompanied by a head poke towards the trouble-source producer, with the 
head movement being initiated at the beginning of the turn doing the OIR and being 
held until the trouble has been resolved (for a similar practice in English as a Second 
Language tutoring, see Excerpt 1 in Seo/Koshik 2010: 2223). Additional embodied 
displays such as narrowed eyes, frowning, raised eyebrows, and open mouth can be 
mobilised in various combinations with the head poke. Participants orient to these 
multimodal displays and respond – at least initially – with a full or partial repeat of 
the content that has been identified as problematic, treating the trouble source first 
and foremost as being related to a problem of hearing.  

In Extract 1 the participants talk about what they would or would not buy if they 
won the lottery. The transcript begins with Aku telling a story about a woman from 
his village who bought a Mercedes after she won the lottery (lines 01-06). Martin 
then states that a car would probably be the last thing he would buy (lines 10-15), 
while Elena says she would buy some nice shoes and (0.8) put the rest to savings 
(lines 16-17, Figure 1A).  
 

                                                           
6  Only in two instances did the repair initiation frame part of the prior turn that included a code-

switched element. One of these instances is presented in Section 4.2 (Extract 6) where what X is 
produced as a first attempt to initiate repair in an extended repair sequence.  
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Extract 1. Nice shoes  
 

01  AKU    %one woman from our %village (0.2)%(0.6) 
    aku    %.....gaze at TER---%,,,down------%MAR--> 
02         won (it) lotto.% not- not the main 
                       -->%,,,away/to side--> 
03         but like >maybe some< (0.7)  
04         *I don’t know (.)%fifty %thousand euros? 
    ter    *gaze at Aku--> 
    aku                  -->%..ELE-%..MAR--> 
05         so she bought a Mer- Mercedes. 
06         and all the money went there.  
07         (0.5) 
08  TER    £˚mm-hm.˚£ 
09         (0.4) 
10  MAR    ▪no I wouldn’t. 
    ele    ▪chews--> 
11         (0.4) 
12  MAR    I  *would never buy that.  
    ter    -->*gaze at MAR--> 
13         (0.5) 
14  MAR    the car *is probably the last* thing  
    ter         -->*away----------------*gaze at MAR--> 
15         I would buy.=▪ 
    ele              -->▪ 
16  ELE    =*I would bu- %some- +buy some nice shoes  
    ele     *gaze at MAR-->  
    aku               -->%gaze at ELE--> 
    ter                      -->+gaze at ELE--> 
17         and *(0.8) put the rest to savings.#  
    ele     -->*gaze at AKU--> 
    fig                                       #1A 
 

 
 Figure 1A                                     Figure 1B 
 
18         ▪(0.5)▪ 
    ele    ▪chews▪ 
19  TER -> ∆w[hat*] you ∆would▪ buy?#                 ▪  
20  AKU      [and-]% 
    aku         -->%away--> 
    ter    ∆............∆head poke--> 
    ele       -->*gaze at TER--> 
                              ▪puts cracker into mouth▪ 
    fig                             #1B 
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21         ▪(0.3)            ▪ 
           ▪takes cracker out▪ 
22  ELE -> ni%ce shoes ∆%a[+nd r]est∆ to+ sa+vi[n*gs.]% 
23  TER ->                [+a:: ]   
24  MAR                                        [a*nd ]%this is  
    aku    ->%gaze ELE--%down-------------------------%MAR// 
    ele                                       -->*gaze at MAR// 
    ter             -->∆,,,,,,,,,,,,∆ 
                        -->+gaze away---+ELE+gaze at MAR// 
25  MAR    what (keeps) me when I bet lotto.  
 

In producing her turn in lines 16-17, Elena directs her gaze first to Martin and then 
to her partner, Aku. In this case, it is the nonaddressed coparticipant, Tereza, who 
produces an OIR directed at Elena’s previous turn. Tereza initiates repair with the 
question word what followed by a partial repeat of Elena’s turn adjusted with a 
pronominal shift (what you would buy?, line 19). Tereza’s turn is produced without 
any prosodic breaks (i.e., as a single turn-constructional unit (TCU)), with a rising 
final intonation coupled with a forward-directed head poke towards Elena that be-
gins with the onset of Tereza’s verbal OIR and reaches its apex before she finishes 
her turn (Figure 1B). In line 22, Elena addresses Tereza’s OIR by partially repeating 
her previous turn, omitting the dispensable parts (Schegloff 2004). In producing the 
repair, Elena adds volume and emphasis specifically when delivering the phrase 
nice shoes, which indicates that she finds this part of her previous turn to be the 
most likely source of trouble. Elena’s prosodically upgraded repeat of nice shoes 
shows that she treats Tereza’s OIR as referring to a trouble in hearing rather than 
as a possible trouble related to sequential fittedness (cf. Curl 2005).7 Indeed, after 
Elena repeats the phrase nice shoes, Tereza does not display any surprise concern-
ing Elena’s statement but simply produces a change-of-state token (line 23) while 
retracting the head poke, thus making it clear that the trouble has been resolved 
(Floyd et al. 2016). 

Worth noticing in this case is the question-like clausal format of Tereza’s OIR 
(what you would buy?, line 19). One could assume the X what? format (i.e., "you 
would buy what?") to be more 'accurate', taking into consideration the fact that the 
trouble source (nice shoes) is located at the end of Elena’s TCU (I would buy some 
nice shoes, line 16). Furthermore, the word order of Tereza’s repair initiation does 
not correspond to the appropriate question format in standard English ("what would 
you buy?; compare this to a similar turn format in Excerpt 6, line 9). As noted by 
Firth (1996, 2009), the presence of linguistic forms seen by the analysts as non-
standard can be characteristic of ELF talk even though ELF speakers themselves 
rarely pay attention to such individual variations. Similarly, in Extract 1, Elena does 
not orient to the disorderly lexico-syntactic format of Tereza’s turn in line 19 but 

                                                           
7  Taking into consideration the 'strangeness' of Elena’s statement, one could wonder whether there 

may be an aspect of surprise or disbelief in Tereza’s OIR (line 19). The prosodic pattern of 
Elena’s repeat (louder, more precise, and with altered articulation), however, does not display 
such orientation. As noted by Curl (2005), speakers often produce prosodically upgraded repeats 
(as seen in Extract 1) when addressing hearing problems of turns that are understood as being 
sequentially fitted rather than misplaced.  
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hears and treats Tereza’s turn as a partial repeat8 that localizes part of her prior turn 
as a trouble source (via the interrogative what) and indicates a hearing problem. 

 Extract 2 is a continuation of a conversation between participants Jenni and 
Martin. Jenni told Martin that the Skype application on her laptop was not working 
properly even though it used to work fi:ne earlier (lines 01 and 04). Martin responds 
that the problem could be in the webcam driver (lines 03 and 05), which is then 
confirmed by Jenni in line 06. A rather long pause of 12 seconds follows, during 
which the participants – including Martin’s partner Tereza and their child – follow 
a programme on television (line 07). In lines 08-11, Martin returns to the topic by 
quoting a character from the well-known sitcom The Big Bang Theory who alleg-
edly says that he does not like things that are more user-friendly (Figure 2A). 

 
Extract 2. User-friendly 
 
01  JEN    it used to work fi:ne.  
02         (1.0) 
03  MAR    nah there is so[mething with driver ma]ybe= 
04  JEN                   [˚on my laptop earlier˚  ] 
05  MAR    =on the webcam ˚inside˚. 
06  JEN    ye:ah.  
07         (12.0) ((participants look at TV)) 
08  MAR    but as Sheldon said in +Big Bang Theory,  
    jen                           +gaze at MAR--> 
09         (.) 
10  MAR    *it’s more use[r-friendly.                ]         
                         [((child drags the toy box))] 
    mar    *gaze towards JEN--> 
11  MAR    I don’t *like th#at. 
    mar         -->*gaze towards TV--> 
    fig                    #2A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2A 
 
                                                           

8  In this study, we adopt Schegloff’s definition of the term repeats as "turns that are hearably and 
analyzably produced as 'repeats'" (Schegloff 1997:525). Such turns are not necessarily exact rep-
licas of the prior turns (or their parts) but often convey various modifications such as shifts in 
pronominalizations, deixis, and differences in prosodic delivery (Curl 2002; Schegloff, 1997). 
As noted by Schegloff (1997), the level of matching with the prior turn is not a strict criterion 
for recipients to recognize the turns as repeats that are designed to implement specific actions. 
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12         (0.4) 
13  JEN -> it ▪more use-*≈▪what?#  
    jen       ▪...........▪head poke--> 
                         ≈narrows eyes--> 
    mar              -->*gaze at JEN-->> 
    fig                         #2B 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

Figure 2B 
 
14  MAR -> user-friendly.  
15         (0.5)≈  
    jen      -->≈             
16  MAR -> all▪ ¤the▪ ¤updates and +new softwares.¤ 
    jen    -->▪,,,,,▪                     
                ¤.....¤smiles---------------------¤ 
                                -->+gaze at TV--> 
17  JEN    that’s +what he sai:d? 
               -->+gaze at MAR-->> 
18         (.) 
19  MAR    yes.  
20  JEN    I don’t think he usually likes ↑change:s. 
 

Immediately after Martin’s quote from the TV series, Jenni responds with it more 
use- what? (line 13), which frames part of Martin’s previous turn as a trouble 
source. The fact that Jenni does not repeat the verb is indicates that the hearing 
problem possibly concerns even Martin’s turn beginning and that she probably in-
terprets the trouble source as being a verb. In addition to producing her turn with 
rising final intonation, Jenni performs a head poke that reaches its apex after the 
partial repeat. Towards the end of her turn, she narrows her eyes while keeping her 
gaze at Martin (line 13, Figure 2B). It is worth noticing that simultaneously with 
Martin uttering the adjective user-friendly (end of line 10), the child drags a toy box 
on the floor, causing a noise that overlaps with Martin’s turn. Indeed, Martin’s re-
pair solution in line 14 – a repeat of the word user-friendly – precisely addresses 
the part that has been acoustically disturbed and potentially needs to be "recycled" 
(Schegloff 1987). After the repair solution is produced, Jenni revokes the "nar-
rowed-eyes" display (line 15; cf. Floyd et al. 2016); however, a more elaborate re-
sponse from her side is still missing. Martin thus continues by clarifying what the 
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word user-friendly means in this context (line 16). Just as Martin begins his clarifi-
cation, Jenni retracts the head poke, starts to smile, and turns her gaze away from 
Martin (line 16), which seems to suggest that Martin’s first repair solution (the re-
peat) might have been sufficient for all practical purposes.  

Similar to Extract 1, in Extract 2, one can see that the OIR comprising a partial 
repeat and the question word what produced with rising final intonation is accom-
panied by a specific embodied display: a head poke towards the producer of the 
trouble source. The OIR is, again, being (at first) addressed with a repeat that 
demonstrates the trouble-source producer’s preference to first attend to a possible 
hearing problem before resorting to more compound repair constructions (cf. 
Svennevig 2008). In contrast to Extract 1, however, the embodied display in Extract 
2 is more complex: in addition to the head poke, it also includes "narrowed eyes" 
that give the impression of Jenni’s increased attention towards Martin and his up-
coming repair (cf. Skedsmo 2020a:14). Both Jenni’s upgraded embodied display 
and the lexico-syntactic format of her repair initiation (it more use- what?, line 13) 
seem to project more than a mere hearing problem. Indeed, Martin’s original quote 
of Sheldon (in lines 08-11) and the joke (that builds on a contradiction, i.e., user-
friendliness as a normally positive feature that Sheldon however dislikes) might not 
have been fully picked up by Jenni. This becomes clear not only from Jenni’s lack 
of uptake following Martin’s repeat (user-friendly, line 14) but also from her sub-
sequent display of doubt and disbelief (line 17 and 20) regarding Martin’s quotation 
of Sheldon, demonstrating that she possibly misunderstood the punch line.  

In Extract 3, Aku and Martin discuss the resolution of Martin’s old laptop dis-
play. Aku has previously stated that the difference between Martin’s old laptop and 
newer laptop screens might particularly concern the type of videos one can or can-
not watch; that is, Martin’s laptop may not be the best in this regard. In lines 01-03, 
Martin responds to Aku’s prior assessment of his laptop by saying that he (Aku) 
can watch whatever he wants on his laptop as well (line 03); however, the laptop 
adapts the resolution (line 01) of the video file, and, therefore, one cannot watch 
the video in the original resolution (line 04).   

 
Extract 3. Micrometres 
 

01  MAR    it only adapts the resolution.  
02         (0.5)  
03  MAR    so you can watch every- whatever you want 
04         you just can’t see it in that [res]olution.  
05  AKU                                  [mmh] 
06  MAR    *≈but I don’t know if you have that good eyes.  
    mar    *gaze at laptop--> 
    aku     ≈gaze at MAR--> 
07         (1.5) 
08  MAR -> ×because it’s like the difference *is     
    mar                                   -->*gaze AKU--> 
    aku    ×turns the ring on his finger--> 
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09      -> in# micro°metres°.× 
                          -->× 
    fig      #3A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 3A 
 
10         ×(0.6)× 
    aku    ×,,,,,× 
11  AKU -> ▪∆in#∆ wha▪t?•# 
           ▪frowns---▪raises eyebrows-->   
            ∆...∆head poke--> 
                        •open mouth--> 
    fig        #3B       #3C  

 

   Figure 3B                                                                                               Figure 3C 
 

12         (.) 
13  MAR -> in m•ic+ro▪+me*tres#▪ like th∆[e  +p∆]ix*el[s.]  
14  AKU                                 ∆[m-hm ∆]     [ye]ah   
    aku     -->•     
                  -->▪.........▪  
                                     -->∆nods--∆// 
    mar           +...+’small’ gesture-------+ 
                      -->*gaze down----------------*AKU-->  
    fig                       #3D 
15  AKU    maybe. 
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Figure 3D 
 
16  MAR    (and) *this is thirteen ≈inch,   
              -->*gaze at laptop// 
    aku                         -->≈gaze at laptop//   
17  AKU    mh-m. 
 

In line 06, Martin continues by questioning Aku’s ability to even notice the differ-
ence between the videos. As Aku is not responding to this (see the 1,5-second pause, 
line 07), Martin expands his previous argument by saying that the difference be-
tween the different resolutions is in micro°metres° (line 08 and 09, Figure 3A). In 
line 11, Aku initiates repair by targeting the end of Martin’s prior turn; he repeats 
the preposition in and adds the class-specific question word what, produced with 
rising final intonation. Furthermore, simultaneous with the onset of his turn, Aku 
mobilises a frowning display and pokes his head in Martin’s direction (Figure 3B). 
Also worth noticing is Aku’s suspension of the hand movement that coincides with 
the OIR: preceding the OIR, Aku has been playing with the ring on his finger (see 
Figure 3A, lines 08 and 09), which stops soon after the trouble source has been 
produced and has made relevant a new response from Aku’s side. Towards the end 
of his audible OIR (line 11), Aku releases the frowning display and raises his eye-
brows slightly (indicating a possible trouble in hearing; cf. Hömke et al. 2022) while 
still looking at Martin and maintaining the head poke and the gesture hold (similar 
to a "freeze display" indicating a possible trouble in understanding; Oloff 2018). 
Moreover, after producing the OIR, Aku keeps his mouth open (Figure 3C) until 
Martin begins to respond in line 13.  

Martin’s repair solution in line 13 reflects Aku’s embodied orientation towards 
both a trouble in hearing and in understanding, as it contains two parts: he first 
repeats the phrase framed by Aku’s repair initiation with added emphasis (in 
micrometres, responding to a trouble in hearing) and then immediately produces a 
synonym (like the pixels, responding thereby to a potential understanding problem). 
At the same time, Martin employs an iconic hand gesture: he brings the thumb and 
index finger of his right hand closer together, clearly illustrating the small size of 
the pixels (line 13, Figure 3D). Orienting to Martin’s multimodal conduct, Aku first 
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retracts the head poke, then starts nodding and – in overlap with Martin’s synonym 
substitute (the pixels, line 13) – produces an acknowledgment token (line 14), 
thereby responding to Martin’s repetition of the trouble source. Aku’s following 
yeah maybe (line 14 and 15) then displays his weak agreement with Martin’s pre-
vious evaluation of his sight as possibly not good enough to notice the difference.  

In Extract 3, we can see more variation in both embodied features accompanying 
the OIR and the following repair proper. The lexical format of the OIR is again 
produced with rising final intonation and accompanied by a head poke towards the 
producer of the trouble source. Moreover, the speaker of the OIR also mobilises 
additional embodied features: a frown (Figure 3B) followed by raised eyebrows 
combined with an open mouth (Figure 3C) – facial expressions that are gradually 
released as Martin delivers the repair proper. The embodied display in Extract 3 is 
clearly more complex than that in Extract 1 and 2, which seems to be implicative 
for the design of the ensuing repair. Martin’s repair in line 13 shows that he is treat-
ing Aku’s OIR as more than a mere hearing problem: in addition to the repeat of 
the trouble source (cf. also the repairs in Ex. 1 and 2), Martin also mobilises a hand 
gesture that increases intelligibility and adds a synonym, thereby suggesting an al-
ternative trouble source. Whereas in the previous example (Extract 2), Martin tar-
geted a possible trouble of understanding only in a second turn after a lack of suf-
ficient uptake from the repair initiator, in this case, he does not wait for Aku’s re-
sponse but addresses the trouble of understanding straight away by latching the 
synonym onto the repetition. The fact that Aku’s ensuing confirmation (line 14) is 
positioned precisely after the first part of the repair, which is the repeat, indicates 
that the repeat of the trouble source combined with the hand gesture may provide a 
sufficient resolution to the trouble. 

These previous examples demonstrate that repair initiations in the form of partial 
repeats preceded or followed by the question word what and produced with rising 
final intonation are systematically accompanied by a head poke towards the pro-
ducer of the trouble-source turn. Participants in our setting are primarily seated 
around the table and in most instances the repair initiator and the trouble source 
producer are sitting on the opposite sides (i.e., facing each other) which can be a 
relevant factor for the frequent occurrence of a clearly forward-oriented head poke.9 
In Extract 2 and 3, we can observe possible variations in embodied displays (Extract 
2: narrowed eyes in addition to the head poke; Extract 3: a combination of head 
poke, frowning, raised eyebrows, and open mouth). Despite these variations in the 
multimodal formatting of the OIR, the coparticipants consistently respond, at least 
initially, with a repeat of the targeted items in the trouble-source turn. Participants’ 
initial orientation to a trouble in hearing is reinforced by the fact that repeated con-
tent is often produced with increased loudness and/or emphasis (cf. Curl 2005). In 
the case of more complex or possibly ambiguous multimodal OIR displays (Extract 
3 in particular), OIRs are more likely to be treated as referring to more than just a 
mere problem of hearing, as the coparticipants concurrently orient to possible un-
derstanding trouble and offer more complex or diverse repair solutions. 

                                                           
9  There may be more variation in settings where participants are seated side by side, in L-shape, 

or are moving around (see Blythe et al. 2018). Nevertheless, while leaning forward and head 
pokes can be carried out in a slightly lateral direction according to the seating position of the 
addressed participant, the essential action of the torso and/or head remains a movement closer 
to the other (Li 2014; Rasmussen 2014). 
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4.2.  Repair sequences initiated with a copular interrogative clause 

(what is X)  
 

In this section, we focus on repair sequences that are initiated with a copular inter-
rogative clause, i.e. what is X. In 15 cases out of the 20 that have been identified in 
our data set, the targeted trouble source X is a 'code-switched' lexical item; that is, 
one expressed in a language other than ELF (either due to an ad hoc insertion or, as 
in Ex. 4, a proper name in another language). The following analysis mainly illus-
trates two recurrently observed constitutive properties of this OIR format. First, the 
production of the repair initiation is often delayed; that is, the OIR is not delivered 
immediately after the trouble-source turn in the first possible response slot but later 
in time, for instance, as a last responsive action in a series of responses (Extract 4), 
after a gap (Extract 5), or as a second attempt to initiate repair (after the first attempt 
does not lead to a successful repair, Extract 6). These sequentially more peculiar 
structures with more 'distant' OIRs can be linked to the multiparty setting (Egbert 
1997, 2009:112). Second, the concurrent embodied displays are rather minimal, 
consisting primarily of a frowning display and – in multiparty conversations – of 
the repair initiator’s shifting gaze among the coparticipants that indicates the par-
ticipant’s effort to request assistance with an understanding problem by selecting 
others as potential language "brokers" (cf. Bolden 2012).  

The first example in this section comes from a conversation among four friends 
(see Figure 4A for the participant constellation). Czech participant Martin asks 
Finnish participant Aku whether it is only alcohol that he buys from an internet 
shop located in Austria (lines 01 and 02). In his response (lines 03-05), Aku speci-
fies that he did not order only beer but also Mozartkugel, a traditional Austrian treat 
made from chocolate and marzipan. 

 
Extract 4. Mozartkugel 

 
01  MAR    so the shop you are buying from  
02         is just alcohol?  
           >>gaze at AKU--> 
03  AKU    +well that Austria mar+ket they have everything.  
           +gaze down------------+gaze TER-->    
04         I- I or+dered #thirty+-five .h cans of +beer  
               -->+gaze at MAR--+gaze down--------+up--> 
    fig                  #4A 
05      -> and+ one pack of +(.) Mozart (.) gügel. 
                                 Mozartkugel 
           -->+gaze at MAR--+gaze at TER-->  
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Figure 4A 
 
06  ELE    khh[h heh he≈h #huh]          [.hh  ]  
07  TER       [↓o::h do≈  #you] ≈¤like¤#*[them?]   ¤ 
    mar                ≈........≈frowns--> 
                                 ¤....¤head twd TER¤  
 
                                     -->*gaze at TER--> 
    fig                   #4B          #4C 
 

     Figure 4B                                                                                           Figure 4C 
 
08  AKU    I ¤li¤ke *th[em].  
09  MAR ->             [wh]+▪#at’s th▪at;= 
    aku                 -->+gaze at MAR-->> 
    mar      ¤,,¤twd AKU--> 
                 -->*gaze at AKU--> 
    ter                     ▪........▪gaze at MAR--> 
    fig                      #4D 
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Figure 4D                                                                                                Figure 4E 
 
10  TER    =˚I don’t li¤ke˚=¤*  
    mar             -->¤....¤twd TER// 
                          -->*gaze at TER--> 
11  ELE -> =Mo[zartove gule]    
12  TER ->    [Mozartove gu]le 
13         (0.3)≈*(0.3) 
    mar      -->≈   
              -->*gaze down-->> 
14  AKU -> m≈h (0.3)# £.hh£≈ 
    mar     ≈R lip corner & L eyebrow up≈ 
    fig             #4E 
15  TER    m▪huh huh h £I also don’t like kh .h (yeah)£   
            ▪gaze at AKU// 
 

While responding to Martin’s question (lines 03-05), Aku’s gaze alternates between 
Martin and Tereza, which indicates that he addresses his response to both of them. 
At the end of line 05, Aku makes a clear effort to pronounce the name of an Austrian 
treat with a German accent, which seems to be acknowledged by his partner Elena 
who responds with suppressed laughter (line 06, Figure 4B). Tereza responds to the 
new information with an o::h receipt, followed by a question of whether Aku likes 
Mozartkugel (line 07), thereby displaying her understanding of the lexical item. 
Martin, on the other hand, does not immediately verbally respond to Aku’s answer; 
he does however adopt a frowning display (lines 06-07, Figure 4B) and turns his 
head and gaze towards his partner Tereza (Figure 4C). Right after Aku responds 
affirmatively to Tereza’s question (line 08), Martin turns his gaze back to him, and 
at the end of Aku’s turn, initiates repair with the copular interrogative clause what’s 
that; (line 09) while still maintaining the frown (Figure 4D). 

In line 10, Tereza responds to Aku’s answer by formulating her dislike for Mo-
zartkugel. At this point Martin again shifts his gaze towards Tereza (line 10) – who 
has explicitly displayed that she recognises the term – thus addressing the repair 
initiation to her as well (cf. Bolden 2012). Indeed, together with Elena, Tereza 
swiftly produces a repair – a Slovak/Czech translation of the German name (i.e., 
Mozartove gule lines 11-12) – treating Martin’s repair initiation as referring to a 
trouble caused by the linguistic form of the problematic item. Martin’s subsequent 
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embodied response comprises a facial expression (line 14, Figure 4E) that is inter-
preted by Tereza as a display of Martin’s dislike for the treat (line 15). 

In this example, we can see that the OIR what’s that; (line 09) is preceded by a 
frown that could be interpreted as a first embodied OIR and projection of Martin’s 
upcoming verbal repair initiation. The preceding frown, however, is not recognised 
as a display of trouble by the coparticipants, possibly as they continue the conver-
sation without looking at Martin. Despite this, the frown is a relevant resource in 
the organization of repair: Martin continues the frowning display as he produces 
the verbal OIR (line 9), and the frown is maintained until the repair solution is de-
livered (line 13), thus upholding the relevance of repair (Floyd et al. 2016). After 
the repair proper has been produced, Aku’s and Tereza’s reactions (in line 14 and 
15) show a clear orientation to the change in Martin’s facial display (Figure 4B) as 
a new responsive action.  

We can also notice that Martin does not initiate repair right after the problematic 
item is introduced by Aku in line 05; rather, the OIR is delayed (line 09). By initially 
withholding the repair initiation, Martin seems to apply the "let-it-pass" strategy 
(Firth 1996): he follows the unfolding conversation between Tereza and Aku con-
cerning the item Mozartkugel, possibly waiting for further talk allowing him to 
grasp the meaning of the problematic word. Once all three coparticipants have 
demonstrated their knowledge of the word Mozartkugel through their actions (Elena 
with laughter, Tereza and Aku with their assessments), Martin finally initiates re-
pair (line 09), as this is the latest sequential position for providing his own assess-
ment or some other type of response to Aku’s turn (being also the one who initially 
asked about Aku’s purchase, lines 01-02). Indeed, Martin seems to realise that he 
cannot let his nonunderstanding of the lexical item pass if he wants to secure his 
involvement in the current sequence and topic of the conversation (see also Egbert 
2017). 

Extract 5 comes from a conversation among two couples: a Finnish–Slovak cou-
ple (Aku and Elena) and a Finnish–Czech couple (Ilari and Anna). Here, Slovak 
participant Elena tells a story about her father who has been accidentally drinking 
wine while driving a car (lines 01-02) because Elena’s mother poured the wine into 
a sparkling water bottle, a fact which the father was obviously not aware of.  

 
Extract 5. Vissy 
 

01 ELE    my dad was dri::ving ∆and∆ drinking (.)  
   ele    >>gaze twd ANN/ILA--> 
                               ∆...∆’drinking’ gesture--> 
   aku    >>gaze at ELE--> 
02        the:: (.)  vissu  all the# ti+[me.≈t*he-]^ 
            sparkling water    
03 AKU                                 +[vis≈s*y  ]^ 
                                      sparkling water     
   aku                              -->+gaze at ANN--> 
   ann                                      ≈frowns--> 

                                              *gaze AKU--> 
   ele                                          -->^gaze AKU--> 
   fig                             #5A 
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 Figure 5A 
 
04        (0.5)#   
   fig         #5B 
05 ELE    m[i+kä se on. ≈] 
          what   it is   
06 ANN ->  [w+hat is vis≈]sy,=  
   aku    -->+gaze at ELE--> 
                     -->≈  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 5B 
 

07 ILA -> =vi[ssy ] +i[s a^::: ]  
08 ELE       [eu:h] 
09 AKU ->             [per^liva] voda. 
                      sparkling water  
   aku           -->+gaze twd ILA/ELE--> 
   ele                 -->^gaze at ILA--> 
10 ILA    mm ^[yes] 
11 ANN       ^[a: ] yeah]  
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12 ELE       ^[perliva  ] voda∆ .h ^(>and he<) was dri+ving  
   ele    -->^gaze at ANN----------^gaze down// 
                           -->∆// 
   aku                                             -->+// 
13        and he was like this is kind of sweet 
14        this £perlivá voda h£ and then he was like 
15        why did you buy this sweet one;  
 

In lines 01-02, Elena refers in Finnish to the sparkling water (vissu) that her father 
seemingly drank (Figure 5A). The code-switched word is preceded by a prolonga-
tion of the definite article and by a short pause signalling a difficulty in producing 
the sought-for item. Elena’s TCU is followed by a recycled definite article the- (end 
of line 02) that projects a possible search for a more suitable expression. In partial 
overlap with Elena (end of line 02), her partner Aku produces an other-correction 
of the Finnish word (vissy, line 03) that stresses the accurate pronunciation of the 
vowel y, which in Finnish is pronounced with rounded lips. By correcting Elena’s 
pronunciation, Aku displays his orientation to Elena’s uncertainty about the word 
and takes on the role of an expert in the switched-to language, Finnish (Aku’s L1). 
It is also interesting to notice that in producing the correction, Aku shifts his gaze 
from Elena to Anna (Czech coparticipant), which suggests that Aku may be primar-
ily concerned with Anna’s understanding of the Finnish word. 

The following expansion of the side sequence shows that it is indeed Anna’s 
understanding that is at risk here. In line 05, Elena code switches again to Finnish 
and produces a copular interrogative clause mikä se on ('what is it', lit. 'what it is'). 
As the teller of the story, Elena clearly knows what she is referring to; therefore, 
her copular clause does not constitute an OIR but serves as an explicit marker of 
her search for a more suitable word (projected already in line 02). By shifting her 
gaze towards Aku and by code switching to his L1 (Finnish), Elena visibly seeks 
his assistance with the word search. In overlap, Aku is also addressed by Anna who 
now displays trouble understanding the Finnish word, both by her earlier adopted 
frown (line 03, Figure 5B) and by her ensuing OIR with the copular interrogative 
clause what is vissy, (line 06). 

Anna’s partner Ilari is the first who attempts to produce a repair solution in line 
07. Ilari’s repair attempt ends on a prolongation of an indefinite article (vissu is a:::) 
which possibly projects either an English translation or an explanation. However, 
before Ilari even suspends his syntactic construction, Aku produces a translation of 
the Finnish word vissy (perliva voda, line 09). As Aku has some knowledge of the 
Slovak language (his partner’s L1), we can presume that he (successfully) at-
tempted to produce a Slovak translation. Conveniently, the name for sparkling wa-
ter is the same in Czech (Anna’s L1), and indeed the translation provides a sufficient 
repair, as in line 11 Anna produces a change-of-state token (a:) and a confirmative 
yeah. Elena, the producer of the initial trouble source, accepts the translation as well 
by repeating it before resuming her suspended storytelling sequence (line 12). 

As in Extract 4, the audible OIR in Extract 5 is produced as delayed with respect 
to the trouble-source turn. Here, Anna’s OIR in line 06 is delivered after the prob-
lematic item is highlighted and brought closer to the participants’ attention because 
of Aku’s other-correction and Elena’s word search. Whereas in Extract 4, the recog-
nition of the word Mozartkugel is important for Martin to contribute to the conver-
sation with his own assessment, in this case, the meaning of the targeted item is 
necessary for Anna to understand the punchline of the unfolding story. This means 
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that in both excerpts, the participants have already displayed their possible trouble 
by an early-adopted frown; however, this trouble has been brought to the copartic-
ipants’ attention through a full-fledged verbal OIR only at a later (and the sequen-
tially latest) point in the sequence. 

Our collection also contains six cases in which the copular interrogative clause 
what is X is used as an audible second attempt to initiate repair after the first verbal 
attempt of OIR has not led to a (sufficient) repair in response. We can see such an 
extended repair sequence in the last example of this section (see also Skedsmo 
2020b for multiple OIRs in Norwegian sign language) that combines repair initia-
tions from both collections.  

Prior to Extract 6, the participants were talking about Tereza starting to drive a 
car on her own. Tereza’s partner Martin now jokingly states that when Tereza 
drives, he is praying constantly that the car will make it back intact (lines 01-02) 
but that he ultimately does not care about Tereza’s style of driving (lines 05-06). In 
partial overlap with Martin’s turn, Aku’s partner Elena – who is herself also a nov-
ice driver – says that she and Aku were practicing driving on a motorway which 
she refers to by using the Finnish colloquial word motari (lines 03-04 and line 07).  

 
Extract 6. Motari  

 
01  MAR    I sit all the time praying home that (1.0) 
02         [the car ] will come. 
03  ELE    [yeah we-](.) we were ∆practicing 
    ter                          ∆gaze at ELE-->        
04         [that-]                         
05  MAR    [I don]’t care about the  
06         drivi[ng] 
07  ELE         [mo]t*ari now when* (we-) when *he- 
                 motorway ((Finnish, spoken)) 
    ele              *gaze down---*gaze TER----*down-->           
08         ▼(0.7)               ▼           
    ele    ▼puts cookie in mouth▼ 
09  TER -> +(what)*+what did you; 
    ter    +.......+pokes head slightly-->   
    ele         ->*gaze at TER-->        
10  ELE -> ¤m*otari?     
           motorway 
           ¤’driving’ gesture--> 
           ->*gaze down--> 
11         (0.5)¤*+ 
    ele      -->¤ 
              -->* 
    ter        -->+ 
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Figure 6A                                                                   Figure 6B 
 
12  TER -> ¤*wh∆[at#  is ∆#mo¤t-] 
13  ELE ->     ∆[we# went∆#  ¤to] mota¤ri.*∆  
                                    motorway  
    ele    ¤’joining’ gesture¤,,,,,,,,¤ 
            *gaze at TER------------------* 
    ter     -->∆gaze AKU-∆gaze at ELE------∆ 
    fig            #6A    #6B 
14         *∆(.)# 
    ele    *gaze down--> 
    ter     ∆gaze at AKU--> 
    fig         #6C  
15  ELE -> na diaľ∆ni#cu.* ((Slovak)) 
           on the motorway 
    ter        -->∆gaze at ELE--> 
    ele               -->* 
    fig              #6D 

 Figure 6C                                                                  Figure 6D 
 
16         *•(.) 
    ele    *gaze at TER--> 
    aku     •gaze TER--> 
17  TER    a:: •okay *ye[ah.∆     * 
18  AKU                 [moo∆ttori*tie.     

 motorway ((Finnish, standard)) 
    aku        •gaze down-->//   
    ele           -->*gaze down---*gaze at AKU// 
    ter                  -->∆gaze away-->//     
19  ELE    mm[-hm.]  
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20  TER      [mm. ] 
21         (.) 
22  ELE    and I was like this went so well.  
23  TER    £ye[ah.£ 
24            [mt like no car anywhere. 

 
Elena’s storytelling is momentarily interrupted as she puts a cookie in her mouth 
(line 08); following this pause, in line 09, Tereza initiates repair with the question 
word what followed by a modified partial repeat of Elena’s previous turn (what did 
you;) that seems to display Tereza’s confusion about the kind of activity Elena was 
engaged in (i.e., 'practicing motari'). Tereza’s first repair initiation is produced with 
slightly rising final intonation and accompanied by a small head poke that begins 
with the onset of her verbal repair initiation (cf. Section 4.1). Elena responds to 
Tereza’s repair initiation with the repeat of the Finnish word motari (line 10) that 
is produced with try-marked intonation (Sacks/Schegloff 1979), indicating that 
Elena is checking whether it is the Finnish word that is the source of trouble. As 
Tereza does not immediately respond, Elena produces a second repair attempt, now 
reformulating the kind of activity she and Aku were involved in (we went to motari, 
line 13) and adding an iconic hand gesture that seems to illustrate the car joining 
the highway (Figure 6A and 6B).  

In overlap with Elena’s second repair attempt, Tereza produces a more explicit 
repair initiation comprising the question word what, a copula, and a partial repeat 
of the trouble source item (what is mot-, line 12). This OIR now delimits the trouble 
as being specifically related to the meaning of the code-switched word. The fact 
that Tereza’s repeat of the Finnish word is cut off – even though Elena repeated it 
in her first repair attempt (line 10) – suggests that Tereza is indeed not familiar with 
the word. While producing this upgraded repair initiation, Tereza pulls her head 
slightly back and alternates her gaze between Elena and Aku, who – being a char-
acter in Elena’s telling – should presumably know what Elena is referring to (see 
Figures 6A-6D for Tereza’s gaze alternation). Indeed, in what follows, both Elena 
and Aku address Tereza’s OIR: Elena produces a Slovak (her and Tereza’s L1) 
translation of the Finnish word accompanied by the preposition 'on' (na diaľnicu 'on 
the motorway', line 15), which is acknowledged by Tereza in line 17 by a change-
of-state and other response tokens (similar to Excerpt 5). Although the repair has 
been successfully accomplished at this point, Aku then provides a clearly articu-
lated standard version of the Finnish word in question (moottoritie, line 18), thus 
taking on the role of an expert in the switched-to language. Both Elena (line 19) and 
Tereza (line 20) subsequently minimally acknowledge Aku’s other-correction of 
the linguistic form, after which Elena resumes her storytelling (line 22).  

In this last example, we can observe the use of what is X as an upgraded OIR 
after the first repair does not successfully resolve the problem. With Elena’s trou-
ble-source turn being in partial overlap with Martin’s turn (lines 02-05), it might be 
possible that Tereza’s first attempt to initiate repair (what + adjusted partial repeat) 
in fact targets mainly hearing (cf. Section 4.1). Elena’s try-marking of the repeated 
insertion in line 10 (motari), however, indicates that she is – already at this point – 
orienting to a possibility of the problem being caused by language choice. Tereza’s 
unfamiliarity with the Finnish word is then explicitly displayed by her use of a cop-
ular interrogative clause as a second OIR (line 12). Finally, in this example (as well 
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as in Extract 4 and 5), the trouble is resolved with a translation to the repair initia-
tor’s L1. 

 
5. Conclusion  

 
In this paper, we have investigated how participants use two different formats of 
restricted OIRs: partial repeats preceded or followed by the question word what 
(Section 4.1) and copular interrogative clauses in the format what is X (Section 4.2). 
The analytical focus has been on the constitutive features of the selected OIRs, in-
cluding embodied resources and the ensuing repair solutions.  

The analysis shows that partial repeats preceded or followed by the question 
word what (Section 4.1) and produced with rising final intonation are accompanied 
by the repair initiator’s head poke (or, in some instances, upper body leaning) to-
wards the speaker of the turn containing the trouble source. The analysed examples 
illustrate that the head poke can be combined with a variety of other embodied re-
sources – such as narrowed eyes, raised eyebrows, frowning, and open mouth dis-
play – that can be maintained until the repair solution is delivered (Floyd et al. 
2016). Regarding the lexico-syntactic characteristics of the OIR, we can see that 
the verbal format may not always follow the rules of standard English (including 
the 'wrong' word order and/or misplaced what; see Extract 1). Similar instances 
reflect ELF speakers’ individual variations in their use of English and indicate pos-
sible differences in the ways ELF speakers verbally initiate repair as compared to 
native speakers of English. Although such variations are noticeable to an analyst, 
they are not oriented to by the participants in our data. As can be seen in Extract 1, 
despite the repair initiator’s nonstandard verbal format of the OIR, the repairer is 
able to successfully localise and repair the trouble. 

In accordance with previous research on L1 settings (Benjamin 2013; Sidnell 
2010), participants address "questioning" repair initiations with a repeat of the trou-
ble source that can be delivered with increased volume and/or emphasis, making it 
clear that the repairers attend first and foremost to a hearing trouble (Curl 2005). It 
is noteworthy, however, that in the majority of the cases in our first collection, the 
participants attend not only to troubles in hearing but also to potential troubles in 
understanding with additional specifications, paraphrases, or synonyms that (as il-
lustrated in Extract 2) can tackle the repair initiator’s lack of uptake in response to 
the initial repair attempt, the repeat. These complex repair solutions thus sequen-
tially address both possible troubles in hearing and understanding (see Extract 3 and 
also Oloff 2018:38). On the one hand, this practice seems to especially demonstrate 
ELF speakers’ orientation to being accountable for their lexical and linguistic 
choices, as they display an effort to increase clarity and pre-empt nonunderstanding 
in a linguistically diverse setting (see also Cogo 2009; Kaur 2009, 2012; Leinonen 
2022; Mauranen 2006). These types of complex repairs can be assumed to be more 
frequent in ELF or other multilingual settings (see also Oloff 2018:48-49, who un-
derlines the greater ambiguity of repairables in multilingual settings), but a system-
atic comparison to L1 settings would be needed to flesh out the possible differences 
with respect to the linguistic setting. On the other hand, these complex repairs more 
generally reflect the potentially composite nature of the OIR (cf. Rossi’s 2018 no-
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tion of "composite social actions"), which, regarding the concurrent embodied dis-
plays, can illustrate the speaker’s orientations to troubles in hearing (raised eye-
brows, head poke) and in understanding (frowning, narrowed eyes).  

In comparison to partial repeats combined with what, the lexico-syntactic format 
of copular interrogative clauses of the type what is X (Section 4.2) delimits the re-
pairable more precisely as being related to a trouble in understanding the meaning 
of a given referent X. In our setting, participants use these OIRs mainly to signal 
trouble caused by language choice (i.e., code-switched words and phrases). What is 
X OIRs are often produced as sequentially delayed (cf. Egbert 2009, 2017), which 
points to the participants’ initial use of a "let-it-pass" strategy (Firth 1990, 1996). 
Furthermore, as illustrated in Extract 6, what is X can be mobilised as an upgraded, 
more focused repair initiation after the first repair has not successfully resolved the 
problem (see Olsher 2003 for similar observations). These findings reveal that ELF 
speakers resort to these rather 'strong' OIRs especially in sequentially important 
moments, when it becomes clear that the understanding of a specific word or phrase 
is necessary for them to stay involved in the conversation (or, more specifically, 
when their own contribution has been made sequentially relevant; cf. Extract 4).  

In our data set, what is X repair initiations delivered with a continuous or a down-
ward final intonation are accompanied by minimal embodied displays focused 
mostly on the area of the eyes. Extracts 4 and 5 show that participants might display 
their ongoing trouble with a frown that precedes and/or coincides with the audible 
repair initiation. While minimal embodied conduct such as a frown can display 
nonunderstanding and can possibly work as an OIR on its own (as shown by previ-
ous research; cf. Section 2.3.), especially in multiparty interactions, the frown can 
be easily missed by the coparticipants engaged in the ongoing conversation until 
the trouble is brought to their attention through a verbal, that is, a more explicit OIR 
(cf. Extract 4). In multiparty conversations, alternating gaze was found to be another 
constitutive feature recurrently observed in this OIR format, such as in Extract 6, 
where the repair initiator’s gaze alternates several times between the two 'knowl-
edgeable' participants, thus addressing the repair initiation to both of them. What is 
X is usually not accompanied by a head poke or other head movements, providing 
further evidence that a forward movement of the head and/or upper body is indeed 
more explicitly in conjunction with troubles in hearing (as one thereby moves closer 
to the speaker of the trouble-source turn), such as we observed in the other OIR 
format in Section 4.1. 

Although these results add to our knowledge of the role of embodied resources 
within the organisation of OIRs and repair proper, further analytical challenges re-
main. In our data, repair sequences initiated with partial repeats with what exhibit 
an overall higher variation in the embodied displays, which raises the question of 
whether and how different combinations of visual cues relate to different types of 
trouble sources. While it seems rather clear that the head poke as a single embodied 
feature (Extract 1) can mainly be connected to the display of acoustic problems, its 
combination with narrowed eyes (Extract 2) or frowns (Extract 3) might indicate 
more than mere hearing trouble. There may also be differences regarding the inten-
sity or visibility of the head poke, with a more distinct head poke displaying the 
repair initiator’s effort to hear more clearly, and a more minimal head poke, on the 
contrary, potentially downgrading the hearing problem (Extract 6).  
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Moreover, most of our cases show non-simple repair solutions, in the sense that 
a first repair (such as a repeat) will be extended, continued, or modified, either 
within the same TCU or in a new one. Together with the possibly ambiguous em-
bodied OIR displays, this shows that the understanding of the trouble source and of 
providing adequate repair is a practical problem for the participants themselves (cf. 
Oloff 2018). Complex or possibly diverging embodied displays (such as a frown 
followed by an eyebrow raise, Extract 3) do however neatly illustrate that not only 
'understanding' but also the scope of 'nonunderstanding' (as in OIR practices) can 
change and be adjusted moment by moment. Although it might be tempting to link 
this analytical challenge with the linguistically and culturally diverse setting we 
have chosen, one could interpret it to be an argument further emphasising the need 
to more systematically consider the temporal entwinement of audible and visible 
resources in OIRs and how these might transform the conception of seemingly pro-
totypical (verbal) OIRs.  

Finally, the analysis of the repair sequences presented in this study also contrib-
utes to our understanding of how multilingual participants signal trouble and nego-
tiate meaning in linguistically diverse ELF settings. In Section 4.2, we can see that 
speakers code switching to another language can cause additional problems if their 
coparticipants are not familiar with the specific lexical item or phrase (cf. Leinonen 
2022). However, code switching to partially or fully shared languages constitutes 
an essential resource used by ELF (or other lingua franca) speakers to quickly re-
solve the trouble and move on with their actions (cf. Leinonen 2022; Markaki et al. 
2013; Greer/Ogawa 2021). The preference to repair the trouble by providing a trans-
lation rather than by providing an explanation not only displays the participants’ 
orientation to the progressivity and effectivity of the interaction but also makes vis-
ible their identities as multilingual speakers who are flexibly adapting their linguis-
tic skills and practices. 
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